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Discover how to solve real-world system administration problems with this collection of end-to-end shell scripts
This comprehensive book takes you step-by-step through the process of writing shell scripts to solve real-world Unix problems and tasks. Each chapter begins by presenting a typical Unix challenge that you’ll most likely experience at your job. With each challenge, you’ll learn how to identify a specific goal and start the shell script by defining the correct command syntax to solve the problem. You’ll find out how to build the shell script around the commands, filter the commands output to strip out the unneeded data, and add options that give users more flexibility on the command line.      

The approach used will teach you how to attack problems logically. It will also empower you to take the basic command syntax and turn it into a shell scripting solution.     

Throughout the book, you’ll find end-to-end shell scripts that you can use to automate repetitive tasks and solve real-world system administration problems. These tasks include:     

	Communications such as automated event notification, monitoring processes locally and on remote systems, and automated FTP file transfers
	Information gathering and monitoring for file systems, paging/swap space, system load, applications, processes, and capturing the system’s configuration
	Print queue management to keep the printers printing
	Floating point mathematics in shell scripts using the bc utility


The companion Web site contains all of the shell scripts and most of the functions that are discussed in the book as well as bonus shell scripts for various tasks.     

       About the Author


   RANDAL K. MICHAEL is a Unix Systems Administrator at Coca-Cola Enterprises, Inc., where he writes shell scripts to address complex monitoring and event notification issues. He has more than 23 years of industry experience and 10 years of experience as a Unix Systems Administrator, working with Solaris, Linux, AIX, and HP-UX.       
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Soils of the Laurentian Great Lakes, USA and CanadaSpringer, 2020

	
		This book introduces the reader to the Great Lakes and considers their soil-forming factors and processes, taxonomic structure of the soils, soil geography and pedodiversity, while also addressing the importance and protection of soils in the Great Lakes Coastal Zone. The Great Lakes are an important part of the USA and Canada. Home...
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Press and Politics in the Weimar RepublicOxford University Press, 2009

	Press and Politics offers a new interpretation of the fate of Germany's first democracy and the advent of Hitler's Third Reich. It is the first study to explore the role of the press in the politics of the Weimar Republic, and to ask how influential it really was in undermining democratic values.

	

	Anyone who seeks to...
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C Programming: Just the FaqsSams Publishing, 1995

	What is a FAQ ? It’s a Frequently Asked Question. You can see FAQs just about everywhere in the online

	community. They originated in the USENET groups on the Internet as a way to answer users’ most common

	questions regarding the groups. The FAQs files were efficient. Instead of answering the same questions over...
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Computer Systems: Theory, Technology and ApplicationsSpringer, 2003
An invited collection of peer-reviewed papers surveying key areas of Roger Needham's distinguished research career at Cambridge University and Microsoft Research.

From operating systems to distributed computing, many of the world's leading researchers provide insight into the latest concepts and theoretical insights--many of which are...
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ASP.NET 2.0 Website Programming: Problem - Design - Solution (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Completely rewritten and fully updated for ASP.NET version 2.0, this example-driven book describes from start to finish how to design and implement in C# a complete ASP.NET 2.0 website that contains many of the features that you can expect to find in a modern content-related and e-commerce site: forums, polls, newsletters, article management,...
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Essential ActionScript 2.0O'Reilly, 2004
In Essential ActionScript 2.0,  bestselling author Colin Moock covers everything you'll need  to know about the new ActionScript language and its  methodologies. Experienced Flash developers and programmers  coming from other languages will enjoy the sheer depth of  Moocks's coverage. Novice programmers will...
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